
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA PATTOM( SHIFT II) 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK DECEMBER(2016-17) 

CLASS IX   MATHEMATICS 

(Answers may be written neatly on A4 papers. Diagrams are to be drawn neatly) 

1. Write y=2 as a linear equation in two variables. 

2. Write the values of ‘a’ and ‘b’ after arranging 4= -8y+5x in the 

form ax+by+c=0 

3. Draw the graph of the linear equation (1) 4 yx  ,  (2) xy 3  and           

(3) 2 yx  

4. Draw the graph of 016059  yx . From the graph find the value of ‘y’ 

when x=5. 

5. The angles of a quadrilateral are in the ratio 3:5:9:11. Find all the angles. 

6. Draw a digram to represent two triangles on the same base and between 

the same parallels. 

7.  Draw a digram to represent two parallelograms on the same base and 

between the same parallels. 

8. Draw a digram to represent ta triangle and a parallelogram on the same 

base and between the same parallels. 

9. Prove that parallelograms on the same base and between the same 

parallels are equal in their areas. 

10. E is any point on median AD of a triangle ABC. Show that ar (ABE) = ar (ACE) 

                                        A 
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11. With the help of a neat diagram, Show that the line segment joining the  

      E 



     midpoints of two sides of a triangle are parallel to the third side and is half of 

it. 

12. ABCD is a rhombus and P,Q,R,S are the midpoints of the sides AB, BC, CD and    

    DA respectively. Show that PQRS is a rectangle. 

13. Prove that in a circle chords equidistant from the centre are equal. 

14. Prove that equal chords are equidistant from the centre. 

15.A chord of a circle is equal to the radius .Find the angle subtended by the 

chord at a point on the minor arc and also at appoint on the major arc. 

16.Draw four concentric circles of radii 3 cm, 3.3 cm , 3.6 cm and 3.9 cm. Draw a 

common  chord of all the circles.  

17. Draw  circles to represent the following elements and name each 

  ( 1 ) a radius  (2) a diameter ( 3) a chord  ( 4) an arc   (5) a sector  (6) a segment (7) angle 

subtended by an arc at the centre  (8) angle subtended by a chord at the centre (9) angle 

subtended by an arc at a point on the remaining part of the circle (10) angle made in a semi 

circle ( 11) angle made by an arc at a point on it (12)a cyclic quadrilateral 

18.A farmer was having a field in the form of a parallelogram PQRS.He took a point ‘A’on the 

side RS and joined it to ‘P’ and ‘Q’.In how many parts the field is divided into. What are the 

shapes of these parts. He wanted to sow wheat and pulses in equal portions of the field 

separately. How is it possible? 

19. If E,F,G,H are the midpoints of the sides of a parallelogram ABCD, Show that 

 ar(EFGH )= 
2

1
ar(ABCD) 

20. Find the measure of each angle of a parallelogram if one of its angles is 15° less than twice 

the smallest angle.  
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